Van Products assists in Big Day
Longtime NCAMES member Van Products recently received national attention for its role in the wedding of Rachelle Friedman and Chris Chapman. Friedman was injured in a pool accident the night of her bachelorette party and national media picked up the story. Van Products provided free transportation during her recovery and, along with manufacturers Toyota and Braun, donated a new van. She picked it up after her honeymoon in August. Seen here are Tim Harrell, president and owner of Van Products, and the newlyweds.

My Name: Fernando Rivas
My Occupation: HME Operations Manager
we use the Eclipse because it works. Period. It’s reliable, easy for patients to use and I rarely need to send a driver to fix it. The fact that it’s upgradeable is genius! As SeQual comes up with new ideas, our fleet of Eclipses stays current. The Eclipse keeps my costs low, is good for business and good for me.

MY FLEET
MY ECLIPSE

With new and improved features, including variable rise time, adjustable sensitivity settings and pulse dosing up to 192 mL, this robust system fulfills patients’ oxygen needs at rest, during activities, during sleep and at altitude. A new, innovative large wheel cart design allows for easy battery replacement, and smaller AC and DC adapters make the E3 even easier for the patients to go anytime, anywhere.

One piece of equipment for both stationary and ambulatory use—the clear choice for a non-delivery business model. The Eclipse 3 reduces maintenance costs, increases productivity and lowers operating expenses.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT • PROTECT YOUR PATIENT • PROTECT YOUR BOTTOM LINE

The 3rd Generation has Arrived.

With new and improved features, including variable rise time, adjustable sensitivity settings and pulse dosing up to 192 mL, this robust system fulfills patients’ oxygen needs at rest, during activities, during sleep and at altitude. A new, innovative large wheel cart design allows for easy battery replacement, and smaller AC and DC adapters make the E3 even easier for the patients to go anytime, anywhere.

One piece of equipment for both stationary and ambulatory use—the clear choice for a non-delivery business model. The Eclipse 3 reduces maintenance costs, increases productivity and lowers operating expenses.